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Recently mixed gas diving methods have sfarted to be applied to scientific research
needs in place of more expensive submersible techniques. This paper brings to the fore
what is being considered and Nhat is actually being done. The authors endeavor to
presenf a short, remew of the physics and physiology topics that relate to mixed gas
diving and decompression theory as mell as examine, xoith special emphasis on diving
tables, hardrsare, diver training and safety considerations, the use, advanfages and
disadvantages of mixed gas, surface-based scuba jor pmjects in the 200 to 500 foot depth
range.

introduction

During the past few years the authors have, through separate paths, come to consider and use scuba
techniques for research diving at depths greater than the normal scientific divmg boundary of 190 feet
of sea water  FSW!. One author  Pyle! did so as the only way to accomplish his personal research,
which was  and is! conducted outside of the oversight of a Diving Control Board, and the other author
 Sharkey! did so as part of an ongoing inquiry on behalf of research divers at his institution into a
broad spectrum of low cost alternatives to conventional submersibles for conducting manned deep
research. Other alternatives being studied include the use of One Man Atmospheric Diving Systems
 OMADS! and mixed gas, surfa~pplied divmg.

A report sponsored by the National Science Foundation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society observed that

Some of the most experienced leaders in the scnbs world are dead set against
releasing information, let alone enconrsgement, on the diving methods
discussed here - Sill Hamilton on "High-tech diving".

There was a time in the history of scientific scuba diving rohen it Nas
unregulated and a pioneer activity. As if became more regularly utilized,
recognition of the need for standards and guidelines brought about their
detteiopment  Hanson, 1990!.

What was true of scuba in its early days is true of mixed gas scuba today. It is a pioneer activity
and not an accepted, routine diving activity. As these pioneer techniques are refined they may, like air
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scuba, diving computers and more recently NITROX scuba, become part of the suite of tools available to
the general scientific diving community at large.

There is a time and depth envelope available to research divers which at shallow depths extends
to many hours of bottom time and at its deepest limit of 190 FSW is only five minutes wide. The 190
FSW depth was initially established as a limit within the scientific diving community by the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography standards  Stewart, 1971!. Ln establishing this limit the primary
consideration was that 190 FSW was the deepest depth on the U.S. Navy Standard Air Tables
 Egstrom, 1988!. Some researchers, even back in the 1950s, anticipated the need to work deeper  Given,
1982! but the technology and knowledge of diving physiology were not sufficiently developed to make
this kind of diving a reasonable undertaking under university auspices. This may still be the case, but
scuba pioneers especially in the cave and wreck diving portions of the newly emergent technical diving
community have pushed significantly deeper with apparent safety.

Since the advent of conventional scuba gear marine biologists have been busy exploring coral reef
habitats and collecting and documenting the wide diversity of organisms which inhabit thein. Since
virtually all of these scuba explorations have been conducted using air as a breathing gas thorough
biological investigations have been generally limited to 190 FSW, To study the marine life at yester
depths scientists have had to rely on such devices as traps, trawls, remote operated vehictes  ROVs!
and submersibles, Traps and trawls are not very selective and are ineffective at coHecting the many
small, cryptic organisms typical of coral reef habitat.

Submersibles, both manned and remote, are cumbersome and expensive; most are designed for
thousands of feet of water and there has been a tendency to see them as wasted on such shsllotu dives.
Those researchers fortunate enough to obtain funding to use such systems tend to concentrate their efforts
at the extreme limits of the vehicles' capabilities. An additional problem is the amount of energy that
such systems put out into an environment in which many of the organisms have highly evolved
detection systems. Attempting to study fish from submersibles and ROVs has been likened to trying to
study jack rabbits from the back of a moving locomotive.

There remains a zone of coral reef habitat, at depths between 200 and 500 FSW, throughout the
tropical seas, which has escaped extensive exploration and documentation. This zone, the biological
Twilight Zone, undoubtedly harbors vast numbers of undiscovered species of marine life, and represents
a new frontier for underwater science. Using mixed gas scuba techniques Pyle and veteran fish collector
Chip Boyle recently collected seven new species and one new genus of marine fish, all of which were
restricted to depths of 200 to 500 FSW in the Cook Islands. The extent of their success is appreciated
fully when one considers that: 1! these fish were all collected with less than one hour of working
bottom time; 2! all were collected without ichthyocides; and 3! the Cook Islands lie geographically
well outside of the center of reef fish species diversity. One can only imagine the wealth of deep-reef
fish which would be discovered y'ven more bottom time and the use of sdentific ichthyocides at
localities in the western Pacific and Indonesia, where reef biodiversity is at its greatest.

Would you venture into the unknown out of greed? Greed only works i» the world of
ordinary affairs. To venture into Ihst terrible loneliness one must have something
greater than ~. Love. One needs love for Hfe, for intrigue, for mystery. One
needs unquenchinl curiosity end Iuts ylore - Carlos Casteneds - Bc Fire Withi»

Efforts to use OMADS such as WASP and JIM that are appropriate to this range were pioneered by
Bruce Robison and Sylvia Earle. When the OMADS DEEP ROVER  Sharkey, 1986! became available
its deeper range of 3300 FSW tended to shifted the emphasis to work in greater depths.

An example of what may be found in the 200 to 500 foot tinge is two rucks that were mcovered from
about 500 FSW by Mike Jordon in 1986 using DEEP ROVER as part of a project at the Perry
Oceanographic's Caribbean Marine Research Center. 'Ihe organisms on this rock created a great deal of
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excitement amongst the project's participants, several animals were difficult to even place in a phylum
and the diversity of life on the rocks was astounding. There were ll phyla of animals  foraminifera,
sponges, corals, brachyopods, bryozoans, arthropods, molluscs, polychaetes, a sipunculid and several
small, green, flat crinoids! and 3 divisions of plants  cyanophyta, cholorophyta and rhodophyta!
represented  Earle, 1991!. Keep in mind that these were two small, randomly selected rocks that were
picked up as an afterthought by Jor don during his ascent from a dive. It is exciting to consider what
might be found if fairly routine access to these depths were possible coupled with the freedom that a
scuba diver enjoys.

This small rock hosted a fair cross-section through the history of life on the planet,
reflected in the genetic code of creatures that were more than a little different from
each other. Such a iarse scale diversity is not likely to be found in non-marine areas
of comparable size - Sylvia A. Eerie

Scuba is not the only wet way to approach this problem. Deep Diving Systems  DDSs! can provide
access to great depths for lock-out divers  Orzech, 1985!, but with a complexity and expense that
eclipses even large manned submersibles. Another alternative that has been shown to work well in
areas where there is little or no current and where there is a fixed study site is mixed gas surface
supphed diving  Wood, 1990!.

Conventional submersibles are very complex and expensive systems. Costs range from $10+00 to
$25,000 per day including a support vessel. OMADS are much simpler and less ex motive, but still cost
between $3~ and $5+OG per day once all costs are factored in. Mixed gas scuba dives can be conducted
for less than a few hundred dollars.

Limitations of Diving with Air

Physics Background
The depth and time limitations of using conventional scuba  e4., breathing compressed air! are

imposed by the physiological responses to breathing elevated partial pressures of the two major
constituents of air, nitrogen and oxygen. These limitations may be overcome only with an understanding
of certain basic physical laws and the physiological dynamics of gasses and gas mixtures. An
understanding of Dalton's law of Partial Pressures and Henry's Lato of Dissol ed Gasses are
particularly important.

Acute Central Nervous System Oxygen Toxicity
Oxygen is the only constituent of air that is reqttired by the diver since it is part of the metabolic

process, but the inspired PO, must fail within certain limits. Below a POt of about 0.15 ATM there in
insufficient oxygen to sustain life. Since the PO, of air starts at about 021 ATM and can only increase
with descent, too little oxygen  hypoxia! in never a problem when diving with air. Too much oxygen,
however, can lead to acute central nervous system  CNS! oxygen toxicity. The recommended maimum
allowable PO, for a diver ar rest is 1.6 ATM and 1.4 ATM for a diver subjected to a moderate workload
 U.S. Navy, 19S9!. At greater partial pressures oxygen may lead to convulsions. Convulsions are
always dangerous for a diver and are likely to be fatal for a diver using a conventional regulator. A
diver breathing pure oxygen is limited to a safe depth of only 20 FSW at rest and 13 FSW while
working. In order to descend to greater depths the oxygen in a divet's breathing medium must be reduced
by diluting it with another constituent gas. In the case of air the dilutent is nitrogen, Using simple
algebra it is possible to calculate that the maximum depth to which a diver breathing air may descend
without undue fear of acute CNS oxygen toxicity is 220 PSW for a resting diver and 190 FSW for a
working diver.
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Decotnpresaion Sickness
Acute CNS oxygen toxicity is not the only limitation of deep diving on air. Nitrogen, the other

major constituent of air, also creates problems at elevated pressures. Since nitrogen is not metabolized
by the body, it accumulates in the tissues until the diver ascends, or until the tissues become saturated
with nitrogen at an amount proportional to the depth of the dive. Whenever a diver descends, even if
saturated, the surrounding pressure increases and the diver begins to absorb additional nitrogen. By
ascending to a shallower depth, no matter how slight, the diver decreases the surrounding assure and
starts to decompress. When a diver has absorbed enough nitrogen to have any of the theoretical tissues
used in decompression models exceed their surface supersaturation ratio, the diver is no longer able to
return directly to the surface and a Staged Decompression Stop is called for,

Nitrogen Narcosis
The other limitation imposed by breathing elevated partial pressures of nitrogen is the onset of

Nitrogen Narcosis, Different individuals have different tolerances for nitrogen, and the biochemical
physiology is not well understood, ln most cases suMe effects are encountered at a depth of 100 PSW,
which results in a PN, of just over 3 ATM  Fowler, 1987!, The narcotic effect increases substantially
with increased depth and most divers are significantly impaired by the time they reach 190 PSW.

ht depths greeter than 180 feet �.5 ATA!, uo trust should be pieced iu human
performance or efficienc while breathing corupresaed air - Peter Beunett - "Inert Gas
Narcosis and HPNS.
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Figure 1. No Decompression Um}ts for Air, EAN-32 4c 36.
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In order to overcome the limitations imposed by diving with air the relative concentrations of the
constituents of the breathing media need to be altered. If the selection of gasses is limited to oxygen and
nitrogen, then there is a tradeoff between oxygen and nitrogen related problems. Carefully working
within the hrnitations of these gases has yielded excellent results. Man-made breathing mixtures of
nitrogen and oxygen are known as NITROX and are widely accepted within the scientific, military,
commercial and recreational diving communities.

Nitrox

Definitions
The term NITROX refers to any breathing mixture containing just nitrogen and oxygen, and is

usually followed by a number which represents the percentage of oxygen in the mix. For example,
NITROX-36 is a mixture of 36% oxygen and 64% nitragen. The term Enriched Air NITROX  EAN! is in
common usage today to describe NITROX that has an oxygen fraction greater than 21% to differentiate
from NITROX that has a lower oxygen percentage which is sometimes jokingly called NARTOX
because of its increased narcosis. EAN is not used for deep diving, it is used at moderate depths
 between 40 and 150 FSW! where it has two advantages, less narcosis and decreased nitrogen uptake
that results in either langer no-decompression dives  as shown in ! or shorter decompression schedules,

Equivalent Nitrogen Depth
The concept of Equivalent Nitrogen Depth  END! is an important one for quantifying both narcosis

and decompression obligation. END is simply the depth at which air would have the same PN, as the
breathing mix. It is calculated by obtaining a ratio between the PN, of air and that of the mix and
applying that ratio to the depth of the mix dive. Two examples follow:

1! A mix with 85% nitrogen has a nitrogen to air ratio of about 1AM [0.85 0.79]. So it is about 6%
mare narcotic than air. A diver making a 275 foot dive with such a mix would experience the
narcotic effect of an air dive to about 290 feet [275/1,06].

2! Using EAN-36 reduces the maximum depth at which the PO, reaches 1A ATM from 190 FSW to
110 FSW, but the END is about 0.9 [021/0.36] of the actual dive depth or about 100 FSW for a
110 FSW dive.

Is 10 FSW less narcosis on a 110 FSW dive worth the trouble of obtaining EAN-36 and the safety
concerns of its manufacture? Probably not. However the increased no-decompression dive time might
be. A no-decompression 110 FSW air dive is limited to 20 minutes, but with EAN-36 the limit is
increased to 30 minutes. That is half again as much bottom time and significantly greater proportional
gains are available at shallower depths!

Decompression Diving
EAN also offers advantages for decompression dives conducted within the depth limits

appropriate for the mix. An air dive to 110 FSW for 40 minutes requires a two minute stop at 20 FSW
and a 21 nunute stop at ten FSW. An identical dive using EAN-36 requires only a single seven minute
stop at ten FSW.

The Use of Oxygen for In-water Decompression

Breathing pure oxygen at the twenty and ten foot stops can significantly shorten decompression time
for any dive. It serves to speed the rrrrrsh-orrt inert gas by creating a high diffusion gradient. This
technique was used successfully during Phase 1 of the Warm Mineral Springs Project  Wood, 1990! and
also during 1988 when it was used for over 3,000 safe two-away decompression dives to depths between
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160 to 190 FSW by divers affiliated with the Department of Nautical Archaeology at Texas A k M
University  Fife, 1990!. While this technique was once considered radical and potentially dangerous,
it has recently been gaining acceptance.

Multiple Gas Mixes on a Single Dive

It is possible and advantageous in some cases to switch breathing gasses during a dive. Doing so can
reduce decompression obligation, and the reduce dangers of acute oxygen toxicity and narcosis. The
terminology  fig. 2! used within the cave diving community to describe this sort of dive is somewhat
different from that conventionally used within the scientific diving community, but is very useful when
discussing such multiple mix dives. The length of the entire dive, surface-to-surface is the rmrrtime.
Runtime is divided into two phases, a roorking phase  descent, time at depth and ascent to the first
stop! and a decompression phase. The breathing mix used for the working phase is known as bottom-
mix. A trleel-mix may be used during descent to avoid nitrogen loading or hypoxia resulhng from a
bottom-mix with a low oxygen fraction. There may be one or more irrtermediute decompression mixes
used on the ascent. The overall objective of this technique is as best as possible to hold the PO, close to
1.4 ATM during the working phase and 1.6 ATM during the decompression phase. This type of diving
often requires custom tables, although some divers combine conservative use the U9. Navy Exceptional
Exposure Air Tables with mix changes for increased safety.
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Figurc 2. Mixed gas dive nomenclature.

An example of this technique is an air dive to 220 FSW  PO~ of 1.6 ATM! for 30 minutes, The U.S.
Navy decompression schedule for this dive wouM be one minute at 50 FSW; seven minutes at 40 FSW;
ten minutes at 30 FSW; 23 minutes at 20 FSW and 47 minutes at 10 PSW. This is not considered a
dependable or well tested schedule and diving on air to this depth will result in sigruficant narcosis.
Additional ascent safety may be obtained by: �! switching to EANM at 100 PSW thereby obtaining a
PO~ of 1.6 ATM; �! using variable ascent rates  Hamilton, 1989!; �! lessening the change in pressure
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with respect to time in the shallower regions by adding some short stops  one to two minutes every ten
FSW from 100 to 60 FSW!; and �! switching over to pure oxygen at the 20 FSW stop. While the use of
either custom tables or the approach used in the example above can make for a safer ascent, the
problem of narcosis will still greatly hmit the work most divers are capable of. The only way to reduce
narcosis is to reduce the partial pressure of nitrogen that the diver is breathing.

Using Mixed Gas to Reduce Narcosis

EAN offers significant advantages in available no-decompression bottom time and minor
advantages in terms of narcosis, but has the drawback of being useful only at shallow to moderate
depths. In order to effectively push beyond the limits of NITROX mixtures we must explore the
possibility of using gases other than nitrogen for diluting the oxygen in the breathing medium.

Various binary gas combinations have been used for deep diving. At depths to 600 FSW HELIOX
 helium and oxygen!, HYDROX  hydrogen and oxygen! and NEOX  neon and oxygen! do not exhibit the
narcotic effects of MTROX  Stone, 1991!. Of these mixes HELIOX is preferable since HYDROX is
dangerous to prepare and NEOX is much denser and as a result harder to breathe at depth, which leads
to CO, buildup. HELIOX completely eliminates narcosis, but there are two problems that have been,
somewhat incorrectly, !aid at its door.

When a diver breathes HELIOX it feels cold because it has six times the heat conductivity of
nitrogen. Helium is very light and its thermal capacity  which actual controls the number of calories
carried away from the body! is quite low. Despite the feeling of cold, the actual heat loss from the
body as a result of breathing helium is not excessive. Helium does not work very well as an insulating
gas in a dry suit, argon or carbon dioxide are much better choices for insulation. Argon is the best choice
since CO< when combined the water in a moist dry suit creates a weak acid that results in skin irritation
 Taylor 1992!.

Helium is a very smail molecule with a rapid diffusion rate. This means that as compared to
nitrogen, it is quickly taken up into the body. But it is also quick to diffuse out of the tissues. The off-
gassing speed is significantly increased when a high diffusion gradient is established with a
decompression-mix  like EAN! that has no helium in it.

The major problem with HELIOX is that helium is an expensive gas. This ac@ense may be reduced
by moving away from a binary combination to TRIIAIX, a combination of o~ helium and nitrogen.

Using Trimix to Optimize Decompression, Narcosis and Cost

The characteristics of the available mixes for deep diving can be illustrated with dive profiles
prepared for the Wakulla Springs Project using the Hamilton Research DCAP computational program
 Stone, 1991!. These profiles are 300 foot dives with either a 20 minute or 80 minute working phase for
each of three different breathing mixes containing 14% oxygen. The mixes are NITROX-14, TRIMIX-
14/34 �4% hehum and the remaining 52% nitrogen! and HELIOX-14. Each profile planned for
decompression inside a dry bell with air as a decompression mix from 60 to 40 feet and puce oxygen from
30 feet to the surface.

Table 1 shows that for the 20 minute dives the runtime reduction in favor of HEUOX was only about
5%, but that for the 80 minute dives the reduction was a signi6cant 18%. As illustrated in, Helium
mixes of up to 50% are increasingly advantageous for longer dives in the 300 foot ringe. This is because
helium more rapidly approaches saturation level and out-gasses quickly. When helium is used for
shorter dives it yields little decompression advantage. However, the more helium in the mix the less
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narcosis, HELIQX-14 results in no narcosis, while for a 300 foot dive NITROX-14 has an unacceptable
END of 325 feet and TRIMIX-14/34 has an END of about 200 feet which may be barely acceptable for
some divers.

Table l. After Stone �991!

500

400K E O ~ 5
O

I 17 34 47 63
'L Helium in Breathing klixture

Ptanre 3. Prom Stone �992!

All things being equal HEUOX-14 is the mix of choice from a decompression and narcosis
perspective. But helium is expensive. A K-bottle costs $75 and that translates to $55 of helium for a 20
minute HELIOX-14 dive and $215 for an 80 minute HELIOX-14 dive contrasted with $25 and $85 for the
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TRIMIX-14/34 dives. The more helium the less narcosis and the higher the cost. It becomes a question
of how much sobriety can you afford?

An additional advantage to TRIMIX is that it is easier to prepare in the field. To fill a scuba
cylinder with HELIOX, pure oxygen and heliuin must be combined together. 'Ihis requires a special
booster pump to top off scuba cylinders to the desired pressure, and introduces the risk of exposing
various components of the system to high pressure pure oxygen. TRIMIX, can be easily generated in the
field. In order to brew TRIMIX-10/50 �0% oxygen, 50% helium and 40% nitrogen! all one need do is
decant about 1500 PSI of helium into a an empty aluminum cylinder and top it off with air from a
standard air compressor. It should be noted that the ideal gas laws do not rigorously apply at the high
pressures in a scuba cylinder, so slightly more than 1500 PSI of helium is actually required. Proper
numbers, very accurate gauges, gas analysis equipment and slow, cool fills are a must.

Equipment for Mixed Gas Diving

Using open circuit gear for mixed gas dives requires switching regulators and tanks to optimize the
mix during different phases of the dive, Closed circuit systems have a major advantage. The POi can be
held at 1.4 ATM for the working phase of the dive and at 1.6 ATM for decompression phase of the dive,
since exact mix can be continuously adjusted as the diver descends and ascends. This approach, when
combined with dive computer technology, holds the hope of significant reduction in runtiine. But at the
current time closed circuit equipment in not readily available in the civilian market. Carmellan
Research Inc. produces closed circuit equipment only for the military, and though Cis-Lunar Labs is
likely to produce a closed circuit system in the near future which will be available to the scientific
community, it is not here yet.

While closed circuit equipment is more expensive than open circuit gear, its operational costs may
be low enough to makeup for the initial outlay. The open circuit rig discussed below represents an
initial outlay of $3~ to $5+00. Cis-Lunar Labs is hoping to market its closed circuit rig for $10,000 to
$15,000. With a $10,000 difference between an open and closed circuit rig, the break even point for
dives in the 300 foot range is reached after about 60 hours of diving, even sooner if the cost of support
equipment such as scuba compressors, gas mixing systems, gas analyzers, etc. is factored in.

Your most important piece of diving equipment ie a free and clear head - Carlos Eyles
"The inner Experience of Diving".

Pyle has designed and used an open circuit, multiple mixed gas diving rig �g. 4! which attempts to
optimize package size and the life support needs of the diver by incorporating an adequate amount of
equipment redundancy into a system that is small enough to be entirely self contained by the diver
through all phases of the dive  Pyle, 1992!. This system was designed for use on deep �00 to 500 FSW!
coral reef exploration projects which do not involve any penetration into an overhead environment such
as a wreck or cave. Furthermore, the system was designed to enable the diver to carry all required
breathing mixtures throughout all phases of the dive, eliminating the requirement to return to stage
bottles attached to a boat  a serious consideration in the reef environment where currents can quickly
and unpredictably change direction!. The difhculties surrounding the desig7i of such a rig involve
incorporating enough redundancy of critical items to minimize the effect of an otherwise life
threatening system failure, while keeping the rig small and streamlined enough to provide for diver
mobility and maneuverability in the presence of moderate to strong currents, even when hampered by
additional gear such as fish collecting equipment and bulky underwater camera housings.

In general, the rig design incorporates two 100 ft' cylinders that are overcharged and hold 130 foot>
of breathing gas each. One is filled with bottom-mix  TRIMIX or HELIOX! and the other is filled with
intermediate-decompression-mix  usually NITROX-32!. Two independent regulators are attached to
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the decompression-mix cylinder with a slingshot valve. One side of the valve is maintained in the
open position and the other is kept closed after pressuring its regulator to prevent the entry of water
during the dive. The closed side is the backup and is opened and used only in the event of a primary
regulator failure, The primary bottom-mix cylinder has a single regulator maintained in the
pressurized, open state. A 30 foot' cylinder containing identical bottom-mix is carried by the diver and
is maintained in the pressurized, open state for use in the event of a malfunction in the primary bottom-
rnix system. In addition to these three cylinders, a small �2 to 30 ft'! cylinder of pure oxygen for the
fi Iina decompression stops is carried by the diver. This cylinder, equipped with a single oxygen clean
regulator, is maintained in a pressurized but closed state. It is a backup supply, the primary oxygen
system is a stage bottle or surface supplied oxygen system at the boat. The backup oxygen is only opened
only in the event the diver is unable to return to the boat during the final stages of decompression or if
there is a failure in the primary oxygen system. The buoyancy compensator is a set of Dive-Rite Wings
providing a primary bladder connected by a power inflator to the EAN-32 bottle and a backup bladder
connected to the primary bottom-mix bottle.

Nitr

pre

Primary Back-up
Nit rox-32 Nit rox-32

Regulator Regulator

Figure 4. Deep Reef Set.

Redundancy is increased by the divers' option to use a buddy's backup gas supplies with standard
ocfopus-breathing procedures, The authors are considering the use of modified blue water tethered
diving techniques  Heine, 1986!, with a third diver serving as pivot diver and staged EAN-32 backup
bottles.
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A single pony bottle will give you enough time at 250 to say the Lord's prayer - Mike
Hanna

The EAN-32 and oxygen backup regulators need to be specially prepared, oxygen cleaned and
maintained for oxygen service. At this time the authors on]y know of two manufacturers that provide
data on how to prepare their equipment for use with breathing gases that have an oxygen fraction
greater than 21%, MARES and Poseidon. Pyle uses Poseidon Odin regulators for EAN-32 and Sharkey
uses left handed MARES MR-12 BETA regulators. For bottom-mix Pyle uses ScubaPro MX-X/G250
regulators and Sharkey uses MARES MR-12 NAVY regulators. A second-generation system is being
designed that will use 160 foot' primary bottles  that will obviate the questionable practice of
overcharging the aluminum 100s! and composite material flasks for backup bottom-mix and oxygen.

Deep Rig Failure Mode Analysis

Deep Inix diving shares some commonality with cave diving. In both cases there is an overhead
obstruction that prevents a diver from returning to the surface. For cave diving this obstruction is
physical rock over the diver. For a deep reef dive the obstruction is tnrtual, the diver's decompression
ceiling. This ceiling is the shallowest depth to which the amount of absorbed inert gas will permit a
safe ascent. Under normal circumstances, both overheads are the same to the diver, but in the event of
an emergency the differences are significant.

A diver whose concern is a decompression ceiling needs a different redundancy design than a diver
who must travel a distance through a cave before obtaining access to the surface. A diver lost in a silted
up cave at 10 feet of depth will die when the air runs out. A diver with a twenty foot decompression
ceiling will likely survive a short trip to the surface and quick reimmersion with a fresh tank with no
II effects. Each TRMIX cave diver must carry a sufficient quantity of bottom-mix reserve so that if one
of the dive team suffers a complete primary gas equipment failure at the furthest point of penetration
both divers will be able to make a long horizontal swim to gain access to a depth where it is safe to
switch to EAN. Solving this problem requires the use of the rul~f-thirds  one third going in, one third
coming out, and one third for my buddy! and a set of crossedmver<oubles with two regulators and an
isolation valve. TRIMIX dives in the ocean have a virtual ceiling that, by limiting bottom time, is
always kept above 130 FSW where EAN-32 may be safely used. Complete failure of the primary
bottom-mix system thus only requires a direct ascent to 130 FSW where EAN-32 may safely be used.

All deep rigs demand attention to redundancy. Design must ensure that equipment malfunctions
may be dealt with under actual and psychological pressure. The rig design takes into consideration the
malfunction of pieces of equipment during a dive and permits the diver access to sufficient breathing gas
to always permit a safe ascent to the surface. The design process is complicated by the need to have
access to different breathing mixes at different points in the dive. On a deep dive using separate
bottom, intermediate and decompression gases, each gas system must have a backup. Three times as
much gear is needed to arrive at the same level of redundancy as would be needed for an air dive.

There are three failure modes that must be considered for each system: No-Gas-Delivery, Too-
Much~s-Delivery and Gas-Management-Error. A N~s-Delivery failure mode is characterized by
a regulator that suddenly stops working, even though there is still gas in the cylinder. This is perhaps
the most serious potential crisis, but fortunately is rate with modern, well-maintained, two stage
regulators. A Too-Mucus-Delivery failure would result from a free flowing regulator and a Gas-
Management enor could result from an inaccurate pressure gauge or human enor.

The only gas, carried by the diver, that can be safely breathed below 130 FSW is bottom-mix.
EAN-32 and oxygen may not be relied upon as deep backups. Therefore, the bottom-mix backup
regulator must be maintained in the open state in order to allow the diver immediate access to safe
backup gas in the event of any failure mode. A slingshot valve would provide adequate regulator
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redundancy for the bottom-mix system. This would result in the exactly the same redundancy deemed
acceptable by cave divers. But this approach effectively doubles the probability of a Too-Much-Gas-
Delivery failure. Such a failure would result in the rapid loss of the primary, and now only, bottom-
mix supply. By using a separate backup bottle, with the valve open, an adequate redundant supply of
bottom-mix is always accessible to the diver ta provide a means of ascending to 130 FSW.

In contrast, a slingshot valve on the EAN-32 cylinder is a good choice since only regulator
redundancy is required. Any bottom-mix with 12% or more oxygen can be breathed at 20 FSW, or deeper,
without fear of hypoxia. Since EAN-32 is only used between 130 FSW and 20 FSW, the bottom-mix
system provides a short term emergency backup for a No-Gas-Delivery or Too-Much-Gas-Delivery
failure. The diver can use bottom-mix while closing the primary EAN-32 slingshot valve  if rezssary!
and opening the secondary slingshot valve. Then the diver may switch back to EAN-32 froin the
secondary regulator. Mismanaging EAN-32 is unlikely since there is more gas then needed. In fact, the
cylinder has 130 ft of gas, enough ta perform the required decompression more than twice over.

Primary gas for oxygen decompression is a staged bottle or surface supplied system located at the
boat. The diver carried backup oxygen bottle is a redundant system and is used only in the event that
the diver is unable to return to the boat at the end of the dive or if the primary oxygen system
malfunctions, In an immediate danger situation EAN-32 and even bottom-inix may be used as a
temporary backup while the diver sorts things out.

Besides safeguarding against equipment failure, the rig is designed to reduce human error as well.
To minimize the possibility of accidently breathing the wrong mixture at the wrong depth all
regulators are color coded to indicate the gas they deliver. The use of different regulator designs, side-
breather vs, standard and left vs. right-handed also helps to differentiate mixes. The rigs are not
without weaknesses, all of the systems are at the mercy of a double failure, such as a blowout plug
rupture in the primary bottom-mix combined with a regulator malfunction in the backup bottom-mix
cylinder. This would leave a diver totally dependent upon the other diver for bottom-mix until they
reach 130 FSW.

Buoyancy is an important consideration since about 20 pounds of gas are used up during a typical
dive. These dives are made in relatively warm water and a Darlexx diveskin covered by a 3 to 5 mm
wetsuit jacket and hood provide sufficient warmth, so wet suit crush only creates a few pounds of
buoyancy change. One of the reasons for using aluminum 100s is so that the entire rig is only slightly
negative at the end of the dive. Larger capacity cylinders are simply too negative at depth after the
wet suit crushes. The second generation system should balance out properly because of the positive
buoyancy of the composite flasks. Small weights and syntactic foam will be used, if necessary, to
precisely trim the rig. The possibility of tearing a BC requires the use of a double bladder BC or a
backup BC.

Although these rigs are not pm$ect the authors feeI that they pose no more risk than the accepted
rigs used for diving in overhead environments. Training and overlearning the correct responses to
emergencies is critical. Putting in the training time required to assure that an divers function properly
both as individuals and as a team is also an important undertaking. Before considering this kind of
diving a diver needs to be a highly skilled deep diver with sufficient experience to be able to predict
his or her response to significant narcosis. A series of shallow dives with full rig, during which
mdependent and dependent responses to simuhted system failures are practiced must be conducted.
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Mixed Gas SCUBA Diving Operations

A typical mixed gas scuba dive begins with preparing the breathing mixtures and assembling the
rigs. The oxygen content and total pressure of each cylinder is checked with two calibrated, reliable
analyzers, once after filling and once again before entering the water. Criteria for dive abort, that
depend on the dive conditions, objectives and the general plan, are reviewed during a p~ive briefing,

All tank valves are opened and then those valves that should be closed are shut. Since the rig is
tao heavy to be comfortably handled by a diver aut of the water, it is lowered over the side of the boat
by support divers and danned at the surface. After checking and buddy checking that aH the proper
valves are open and the others are closed, divers initialize their timing devices and begin their descent
using their primary EAN-32 regulators.

At 130 FSW the switch ta the primary bottam-mix regulator is made and all team members ensure
that their buddy has made the proper switch before continuing the descent. Experienced deep divers
instinctively use the level of narcosis as a rough guide to their depth, so great care must be taken to
monitor actual depth during the dive. With reduced levels of nitrogen, there is a tendency to forget
how deep yau really are.

The dive is conducted acaording to a plan and all team members carry out their respecbve duties.
Because of the high level of equipment redundancy carried by each diver independent emergency
procedures are favored, If an individual experiences a problem that leads to a decision to abort the
dive he or she reacts immediately, independent of other team members. Although it is preferable for
all team members to be informed of an individual's decision to abort, it is usually more important that
the aborting diver take steps to ensure his or her own safety, rather than take time to notify other team
members of the problem. Once the other members of the team become aware of the problem they also
abort the dive and join, if at all possible, the aborting diver.

The ascent and decompression are best conducted in a group, but all divers are responsible for
initiating their own ascent and managing their decompression profile. Decompression along a vertical
dro~ff or other reef feature is less dreary than hanging in mid water on a line, but the later mode is
better. When distracted by creatures of the ref it is too easy to make errors in actual depth and time
for each decompression stop.

Throughout decompression all team member should continuously account for each other. If for some
reason this is not possible and a team member is unaccounted for during decompression no attempt is
made to locate the missing diver. In this circumstance it is best to assume that he or she is
decompressing somewhere else using the equipment on his or her back. A search or rescue attempt is nat
likely to accomplish anything, and may lead to the unnecessary endangering of other team members.

It is always advisable to have additional trained divers on hand, either waiting at the boat or in
shallow water, ready to assist any team member who requires help. A slate and pencil is a must as a
means of accurate and reliable communication. It may be possible by using manifolds and band masks
with both demand and free-flow features to utilize wireless diver-t~iver communications for mixed
gas scuba. This kind of communication equipment might signiflcantly increase diver safety.

Mixed gas scuba can provide a low cost alternative to ROVs, submersibles and OMADS for work in
the 200 to 500 FSW range. Presently the techniques and equipment are being pioneered by higMy
knowledgeable and experienced individuals at their own risk The END of these dives is always below
150 FSW so, all other considerations aside, these types of dives should only be considered by research
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divers who hold a 190 foot card. These dives are experimental and the authors do not, at this time,
advocate Diving Control Board consideration for more general use.

If you live outside the law you must be honest - Bob Dylan

These diving rigs and procedures are intended only to permit short duration dives in the absence of
physical overhead obstructions. They are not intended for cave or wreck diving. The application of
these techniques to other environments, especially those far removed from recompression assistance are
not reasonable. Interest in using these techniques has been expressed by geologists and blue water
biologists but these applications must await future developments.

The items needed before any consideration of general use are undertaken include more operational
experience and validated decompression schedules. Experience will come with time. Statistically
based decompression evaluation procedures  Albin, 1991!, hold great promise for the validation of
schedules based on this experience rather than more time consuming experimental human trials. The
availability of redundant mixed gas rebreathers will be a great aid. At least one manufacturer says
that closed circuit equipment will be here soon. Advanced dive computers and diver-to-diver
comxnunications systems can also help to move mixed gas scuba out of its pioneering phase into an
acceptable and routine environment.
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